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EOA’s Position:  The Executive Office on Aging, an attached agency to the Department of 1 

Health, strongly supports HB872, HD1, provided that its enactment does not reduce or replace 2 

priorities within the Administration’s executive biennium budget.   3 

Fiscal Implications:  This measure seeks an appropriation for the Healthy Aging Partnership for 4 

SFY 2024 and SFY 2025. 5 

Purpose and Justification:  Led by the Executive Office on Aging and Department of Health 6 

Chronic Disease Branch, Hawaii’s Healthy Aging Partnership (HHAP) was convened in 2003 to 7 

improve health of older adults through two evidence-based intervention programs, Better 8 

Choices Better Health (BCBH) and Enhance®Fitness.   9 

BCBH is a six-week self-management workshop developed by Stanford University that 10 

teaches participants skills to manage their chronic health conditions and reduce emergency room 11 

and physician visits.  The workshop does not replace prescribed treatment but supports medical-12 
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  HB872, HD1 
professional treatment plans.  In the State of Hawaii, an individual spends on average about 1 

$20,477 per year on emergency room visits and hospitalizations.  The State of Hawaii BCBH 2 

program operates in collaboration with the Hawaii State Department of Health Diabetes 3 

Prevention Program.  Since its inception, 3,185 individuals across the State participated in 4 

BCBH.  Pre-and post-test data showed decreases in 1) visits to physicians’ offices and 5 

emergency rooms; 2) pain; 3) fatigue; 4) shortness of breath; and 5) stress.  A BCBH participant 6 

saves an average of $654.18 in healthcare costs (University of Memphis Healthcare Costs 7 

Estimator Tool: CDSMP). 8 

Enhance®Fitness is an evidence-based exercise program designed to improve the health 9 

of older adults and reduce health care costs by improving cardiovascular fitness, strength, 10 

flexibility, and balance.  Enhance®Fitness has been available in the county of Kauai since 2007 11 

and in the county of Maui since 2012.  The program has enrolled 1,872 participants.  Both the 12 

BCBH and the Enhance®Fitness programs have shown that older adults with chronic conditions 13 

benefit by a focus on self-management techniques and exercises to avoid long term 14 

complications associated chronic conditions and improve their independence and quality of life. 15 

HHAP received $550,000 in SFY2020 from the 2019 Hawaii State Legislature through ACT 12.  16 

Since 2019, HHAP has not received state funds from the legislature. Without additional funding, 17 

the HHAP will not be able to continue to offer the BCBH and Enhance®Fitness programs to 18 

older adults in the State of Hawaii. 19 

Recommendation:  The EOA strongly supports an appropriation to the HHAP provided that its 20 

enactment does not reduce or replace priorities with the Administration’s budget request.   21 

BCBH and EF programs have significant impact on quality of life and independence, while 22 

saving on overall healthcare costs.  These two evidence-based programs are important and 23 

effective public health interventions.  24 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. 25 
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Comments:  

Aloha, 

I am writing in support of HB872 HD1.  Funding for programs to support Healthy Aging is 

imperative for our kupuna.  I have been in my role as Master Trainer for EnhanceFitness Kauai 

for over 10 years and I have seen first-hand the benefits of exercise to our kupuna.  We need 

senior-specific exercises programs to help keep our older adults strong, mobile and 

independent.  Of course, funding is needed to keep successful programs running.  EF is an 

evidence-based program and exercises have been proved to be effective for our older 

adults.  Thank you for supporting HB 872! 

  

Aloha, 

Kay Kuwamura 

Master Trainer 

EF Kauai 
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February 22, 2023

TO: The Honorable Kyle Yamashita, Chair
and Members of the House Committee on Finance

FROM: Rowena M Da da Anda Executive onA 'n  Vl/’_- 9 9- ya. 9| 9
County of Maui, Department of Housing and Human Concerns, Maui County
Office on Aging

SUBJECT: Testimony in Support of HB 872 Relating to the Hawaii Healthy Aging
Partnership

The Maui County Office on Aging is in strong sugport of HB872, which appropriates funds to
the Executive Office on Aging for the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership program for SFY 2024
and SFY 2025.

The Healthy Aging Partnership Program was implemented in 2003 with the overall goal of
improving the health and well-being of older adults through two (2) evidence-based intervention
programs: Better Choices, Better Health (BCBH) and EnhanceFitness. Evidence-based
programs such as BCBH and Enhance Fitness have been thoroughly evaluated for their
effectiveness in improving health and well-being or reducing disease, disability, and or injury
among older adults. The results of evidence-based programs have also been published in a
peer-reviewed journal and proven effective with the older adult population.

Maui County Office on Aging (MCOA) and its state counterparts from make up a statewide
network engaged in reviewing evidence-based programs and developing solutions that have a
positive impact in terms of disease prevention and promoting good health in our communities.
MCOA’s program coordinator also monitors and collects data on the health outcomes of its
participants. The statewide commitment toward implementing healthy aging programs
contributes to Hawai'i being consistently ranked in the top 5 healthiest states according to
multiple sun/eys and studies.

The MCOA has been offering EnhanceFitness in various districts throughout Maui County
where participants meet three times a week and engage in cardio, strength, balance, and
flexibility exercises. Program participants have consistently indicated that they enjoy the social
interaction with their peers and that they feel stronger, healthier, and confident after participating

TO SUPPORT AND EMPOWER OUR COMMUNITY TO REACH ITS FULLEST
POTENTIAL FOR PERSONAL WELL—BEING AND SELF—RELIANCE
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in classes. We currently have 130 participants in the program with a waitlist of about 50
individuals and are looking to expand this program to serve more older adults in Maui County.

MCOA also offered the Better Choices Better Health (BCBH) program in the past., Participants
were engaged in a six week program where a BCBH certified facilitator facilitated learning skills
in managing health care conditions, reducing pain, increasing energy, and how to interact with
healthcare providers. MCOA has received enthusiastic interest from seniors to reinstate the
program.

Funding to support evidence-based programs through the Hawaii Healthy Aging Program is
needed to ensure that older adults in Hawai'i can stay healthy, connected, and active in their
communities. The return on this investment can result in fewer hospital and doctor visits, lower
health care costs, and a more positive health care experience for our kfipuna.

Mahalo for your consideration and for the opportunity to provide testimony in suggort of
HB872.
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TO:  Honorable Rep. Kyle T. Yamashita, Chair 

 Honorable Rep. Lisa Kitagawa, Vice Chair   

 House Committee on Finance 

 

FROM:   Richard T. Bissen, Jr., Mayor 

  Lori Tsuhako, Acting Department of Housing and Human Concerns Director 

 

DATE:   February 22, 2023 

 

SUBJECT:  SUPPORT OF HB 872, HD1, RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY 

AGING PARTNERSHIP 

 
Thank you for the opportunity to testify in SUPPORT of this important measure. The purpose of this 

Act is to appropriate funds for the Hawaii healthy aging partnership to continue to improve the health and 

well-being of Hawaii's kupuna. 

 

Our administration SUPPORTS this measure for the following reasons: 

 

1. This measure supports evidence-based programs through the Hawaii Healthy Aging 

Program which ensures that kūpuna in Hawai’i can stay healthy, connected, and active 

in our communities.  The return on this investment can result in fewer hospital and doctor 

visits, lower health care costs, and a more positive health care experience for our kūpuna. 
 

2. This measure supports programs that offer social interaction for kūpuna, and helps 

empower them to be physically and mentally stronger, healthier, and confident. This 

program currently serves 130 participants, and has a waitlist of about 50 individuals.   

3. This measure supports EnhanceFitness programs in various districts throughout Maui 

County where participants meet three times a week and engage kūpuna in cardio, 

strength, balance, and flexibility exercises.   

 

For the foregoing reasons, we offer our SUPPORT of this measure. 

 

                                                             

RICHARD T. BISSEN, JR. 

Mayor 

 

KEKUHAUPIO R. AKANA 

Acting Managing Director 
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The State Legislature 

House Committee on Finance 

Thursday, February 23, 2023 

Conference Room 308, 1:30 p.m. 

 

TO: The Honorable Kyle Yamashita, Chair 

RE:  Support for H.B. 872, HD1  Relating to Healthy Aging Partnership  

 

Aloha Chair Yamashita and Members of the Committee: 

 

My name is Keali’i Lopez and I am the State Director for AARP Hawai‘i. AARP is a nonpartisan, social mission 

organization that advocates for individuals age 50 and older. We have a membership of nearly 38 million 

nationwide and nearly 140,000  in  Hawaii. We advocate at the state and federal level for the issues that 

matter most to older adults and their families. 

 

AARP Supports H.B. 872, HD1 which appropriates funds to the Executive Office on Aging for the Hawaii 

Healthy Aging Partnership program to continue improving the health and well-being of Hawaii's kūpuna.   

 

Since the program’s inception in 2003, the Healthy Aging Partnership (HAP) has continued to demonstrate its 

success as an evidenced-based health promotion and disease prevention program. This includes 

EnhancedFitness, a low impact aerobics class and the chronic disease self-management (Better Choices, Better 

Health) workshops. Many kūpuna learned to effectively manage their health by making better health decisions 

and adopting healthier lifestyles through these programs. 

 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, HAP had modified its programs to safely accommodate participants in virtual 

classes, telephone sessions and even mailed toolkits to keep people engaged.  We were pleased to learn that 

the EnhanceFitness and Better Choices and Better Health programs remained effective even through these 

modified learning formats. As the COVID-19 restrictions are easing, HAP is now ready to scale up programs in 

both remote and in-person formats to help more kūpuna stay healthy.  Funding will now be needed to make 

this a possibility.  We ask that funds are appropriated to support these long-standing, successful health 

promotion programs that help keep Hawai`i ’s kūpuna healthy and well. 

 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify in strong support for H.B 872, HD1. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Keali’i S. López, State Director 
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Friday, February 24, 2023  
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 Conference Room 308 
 
 HB 872  
Title: Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership; Executive Office on Aging; Department of Health; Appropriation  
 
Position: Support  
 
Chair Yamashita, Vice Chair Kitagawa and members of the Committee:  
 
I am Beverly Gotelli, Vice Chair of the Policy Advisory Board for Elder Affairs (PABEA), which is 
an appointed board tasked with advising the Executive Office on Aging (EOA).  My testimony 
does not represent the views of the EOA but of PABEA. 
 
 
As a participant of Enhanced Fitness, this is one of the Healthy Aging Partners. I’m writing in support of 
HB 872, as the bill states it is evidence based program and began in 2003, it is beneficial in many ways to 
the participants. I live on the island of Kaua`i.  
 
I have been a participant of the Enhanced Fitness program for 5 years and have benefitted by a healthier 
life style. The members meet three times a week for an hour. Our instructor during the pandemic and 
currently have provided us with lessons via Zoom. The hour spent together not only helps us physically 
but also mentally. We are able to interact with each other socially and that has been missed by many 
during the pandemic. Funding has been appropriated in the past and I would like to see it be included 
this year. The last time HAP was appropriated state funds from the legislature was in 2019 for $550,000.  
 
My fellow participants have built up a strong relationship through the program. We have been able to 
share with each other our medical and personal problems. This program has many benefits for Kupuna 
and provided interaction that has been missed. Funding is the key issue and without the appropriation 
the programs may need to end. Thank you for the opportunity to testify in support of HB 872.  
 
Sincerely yours,  
 
Beverly Gotelli PABEA  
Vice Chair 



DATE:  February 5, 2023 
SUBJECT: SB853 RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM 
HEARING: Wednesday, February 23, 2023 
POSITION: Support of HB872 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to submit testimony for HB872 RELATING TO THE HAWAII 
HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM.  
 
For the past 14 years I have had the privilege to see and experience firsthand the benefits of 
two of the Healthy Aging Partnership programs in the Maui community - Better Choices, Better 
Health and EnhanceFitness. 
 
For the past 12 years I have worked as an Instructor, Master Trainer, and T-Trainer for 
EnhanceFitness, a community, evidence-based fitness program for older adults. On Maui our 
program grew from one class (three times week) in 2012, to fifteen classes (three times a week) 
pre-COVID.  After a total shut down of the program in 2020, we have slowly started to rebuild 
our classes both online and in person (currently 3 online, 6 in person).  To date we have 
serviced over 1000 kupuna on Maui alone and already have waiting lists for classes just as we 
did pre-COVID.    
 
Through regular program evaluations 99% of our participants share they would take this class 
again, and we would like to be able to offer it to them.  Funding for our program is essential if 
we hope to continue encouraging our kupuna to stay healthy and independent as they age.  To 
reach as many older adults as possible classes are offered in churches, community centers, a 
mental health clubhouse, and a senior center. 
 
 Our participants often remind me how healthy aging programs provide them with the health 
and energy they need to continue giving back to our community.   I’ve included just a small 
sampling of some of the things our participants have to say about EnhanceFitness when filling 
out annual evaluation forms. 
 
Thank you for your consideration! 
Paula Keele, MS 
T-Trainer 
EnhanceFitness Maui 
 
 
Direct quotes from participants: 
Losing weight and strengthening my legs were the best thing that ever happened. Class is fun, 
I'm feeling good, my body feels strong. 
I'm not a disciplined person and the set hours are great! Class is fun and I don't fall or faint 
anymore. 
I like everything about EnhanceFitness classes. Too bad the wait-list is so long 
I like exercising with a group of people close to my age 



It made me realize that a scheduled and routine exercise program is good for me and that I can 
do it. 
I can walk without my cane & improved my balance 
This class makes exercising fun, I usually hate doing exercises. I like the physical improvement-
there is a noticeable improvement in my ability to go up & down stairs. 
I like how this class is designed especially for seniors. No competitive spirit. I like seeing the 
improvement among the participants. Let's keep these classes! 
I like the routine and challenge of this class. Class covers so much of what is reported (in media) 
that is important to health-especially senior health. 
This exercise class is helpful for my arthritic knees & fingers and other joints-also for my tingling 
legs. 
I enjoy meeting and exercising with my friends. Also, I have something to look forward to every 
Mon, Wed & Friday which makes me feel lively the rest of the day. 
I've improved tremendously mentally & physically. My bursitis of both hips are better! The class 
is fun! 
I am a runner and cyclist and the Enhance Fitness class is helping me stay injury free 
What I like about this class is that I feel better & no longer have back aches! 
Excellent program. I appreciate the levels to do additional work to make the exercises more 
challenging. 
This class has taught me a lot about maintaining my physical strength, posture, core endurance, 
breathing, helping me with my neck & posture problems. Class is fun, time goes by quickly and 
the class is great! 
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’ Pearl City Community Church

TO: Chair Kyle T. Yamashita and Members
House Committee on Finance

Subject: STRONG SUPPORT HB872HD1 Relating to the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership

As Pearl City Community Church's Moderator, I write in STRONG SUPPORT of HB872HD1
RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP.

Pearl City Community Church is fortunate to be in a partnership with the YMCA and the University
of Hawaii-Center on the Family. Through this partnership, the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership's
EnhanceFitness program is offered to our Pearl City community at Pearl City Community Church.
The EnhanceFitness program is an effective and enjoyable falls prevention exercise program.

The funding appropriated by the Legislature is critical to enable the Hawaii Healthy Aging
Partnership to continue to offer evidenced based programs throughout the State to improve the
health and well-being of older adults.

Please SUPPORT HB872HD1 relating to the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership so that older adults
can age well, remain healthy and active, and enjoy quality lives while engaging in their
communities.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony.

0&0?»-.-...,_.Z=¢-.l~4-=¢»
Dominic lnocelda
Moderator, Pearl City Community Church

Email: pearlcitycommunitychurch@pccc-hi.org Website: wwwpearlcitvcommunitychurchorg



TO: Chair Kyle T. Yamashita and Members
House Committee on Finance

Subject: Support of HB872HDl Relating to the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership

I wish to add my testimony in strong support of HB872HDl which through the Hawaii Healthy
Aging Partnership (HHAP) will enable seniors in communities throughout the state, such as ours
in Pearl City, to have access to programs that will keep them healthy and contributing to the daily
activities in their neighborhoods.

As a senior, I've been so aware of how important it is, no matter how old you are, to exercise and
keep yourself healthy. When the CURVES franchise opened in Hawaii in 2002, I became a member
and continued to exercise there until the very last location in Hawaii closed in October 2022.
Sadly, most of the women had few options as to where they would go to continue to keep in
shape. I was very fortunate that in August 2022 our church, Pearl City Community Church, began
to offer EnhanceFitness, an evidence—based exercise program for seniors, in partnership with the
YMCA of Honolulu and the University of Hawaii Center on the Family. I also participated in Better
Choices, Better Health, an online chronic disease self-management program, which has helped
me to better live with my health conditions and to make decisions that contribute to a healthier
lifestyle.

My participation three times a week in the hour-long EnhanceFitness program gives me the
opportunity to engage in stretching, cardiovascular and balance exercises, and strength training
to keep my body strong, flexible and prepared to react more quickly to dangers such as potential
hazards, tripping and falling. It is reassuring to know that studies have shown that this program
has kept seniors out of emergency rooms and hospitals and has lessened medical costs for both
individuals and government agencies.

Please support HB872HDl Relating to the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership to fund these two
evidence-based programs to ensure that seniors throughout our state will stay healthy and enjoy
the rest oftheir lives as active members in their communities.

Thank you for this opportunity to provide my testimony,

9014/v 7<44'>HfZ;"’

Jean Kimoto



TO: Chair Kyle T. Yamashita and Members
House Committee on Finance

Subject: STRONG SUPPORT HB872HDl Relating to the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership

I write in STRONG SUPPORT of HB872HDl RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING
PARTNERSHIP.

The Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership (HHAP) has been working in communities to offer two
evidence—based interventions to improve the health and well-being of older adults. HHAP offers
EnhanceFitness and Better Choices, Better Health. Both programs are proven to be effective in
improving the health of older adults and empowering them to be active and engaged in
communities.

Hawaii's older adult population continues to grow in number and proportion. This is true for
our Pearl City community. Thanks to the partnership that exists with the Pearl City Community
Church, the YMCA, and the University of Hawaii-Center on the Family, the Hawaii Healthy Aging
Partnership's EnhanceFitness program is offered in our Pearl City community. The
EnhanceFitness program is an effective and enjoyable falls prevention exercise program.

The funding appropriated by the Legislature is critical to enable the Hawaii Healthy Aging
Partnership to continue to offer evidenced based programs to improve the health and well-
being of older adults. Funding is also aligned with the 2019-2023 Hawaii State Plan on Aging's
Goal 1: Maximize opportunities for older adults to age well, remain active, and enjoy quality
lives while engaging in their communities.

Please SUPPORT HB872HDl relating to the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership so that older
adults across our State can age well, remain healthy and active, and enjoy quality lives while
engaging in our communities.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony.

Wkfim
Shirley Kidani



January 30, 2023

Dear Hawaii Legislators,

RE: H5872
SB853
SB1419

My name is Frances Nakamura. I live on the island of Oahu.

I have been involved and exercising in the Pearl City Community Church EnhanceFitness
Program since August 2022. EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based falls prevention exercise
program. It has improved my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes
are held three times per week and runs one hour each session. I exercise and have time to
socialize with people in class.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant outcome has been
the commitment to a healthier lifestyle and improving my fitness and well being. The benefits o
socializing with other kupuna have been to make new friends, enjoy life and to engage in
healthy activities within my community.

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I can continue to
participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy and preventing falls are very important to me
and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

f



Date:

Dear Hawaii Legislators

Subject: SUPPORT FOR
HB872 RELATING T0 THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB853 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB1419 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP

My name is \I &<LR.I-F) ~Af‘@LI<"5€‘¢’ FL . I live on the island of Oahu.

I have been involved in exercising in the Pearl City Community Church's EnhanceFitness
Program since August 2022. EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based falls prevention
exercise program. It has improved my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and
balance. Classes are held three times per week and run one hour each session. I
exercise and have time to socialize with people in class.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant outcome has
bee ., . .
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(fq€>/" Eontinué to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy and preventing falls are very

F important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, 2



Date:

Dear Hawaii Legislators

Subject: SUPPORT FOR
HB872 RELATING T0 TI-IE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB853 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB1419 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP

My name is/¢//6/n . I live on the island of Oahu.

I have been involved in exercising in the Pearl City Community Church's EnhanceFitness
Program since August 2022. EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based falls prevention
exercise program. It has improved my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and
balance. Classes are held three times per week and run one hour each session. I
exercise and have time to socialize with people in class.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant outcome has
been i “ \ ., v
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Please provide funding for the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I can
continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy and preventing falls are very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

' L‘Q Itr’

11/



Date:

Dear Hawaii Legislators

Subject: SUPPORT FOR
H5872 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB853 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB14'I9 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP

My name is ” is 1 . I live on the island of Oahu.

I have been involvk in exercising in the Pearl City Community Church’s EnhanceFitness
Program since August 2022. EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based falls prevention
exercise program. It has improved my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and
balance. Classes are held three times per week and run one hour each session. I
exercise and have time to socialize with people in class.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant outcome has
been , " - c ~ " 1 A ,
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Please provide funding for the Hawaii Healthy Aging PartnersI:Tp§rogram so that I can
continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy and preventing falls are very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Dear Hawaii Legislators

Subject: SUPPORT FOR
HB872 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB853 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB1419 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP

Aloha,

I am not a member of the Pearl City Community Church, so my initial introduction to my
EnhanceFitness comrades was when we all met in class last August. From the beginning, it
was a revelation as I had never before met a group of more spirited and dynamic 70, 80, and
90-year old adventurers. Not only are they active in keeping fit, they are involved in after-school
care, nurturing the arts, and attending to the underprivileged through community outreach
programs. These kupuna, therefore, are contributing members of the public and, thus, their
well-being should be a key focus for those entrusted with the power to enhance our social
quality of life.
With many fitness options available, why should a specific program such as EnhanceFitness
be funded’? Although all options are valuable, from the perspective of a participant, EF has
broader goals and curriculum.

- Evidence-based - sponsored by various seniors servicing and research organizations,
EF relies on data to develop a course to reduce falls through cardio exercises, strength
training, balance improvement, and muscle toning for the elderly.

o Adaptability - exercises can be tailored to your level and accommodations are made
for specific limitations.

0 Engagement — the instructors know us as individuals and there is a true sense that our
success is their success.

0 Covid Protocol — participation protocols are rigidly enforced to provide us with the
safest environment possible.

Another benefit of EF is application. It is not merely an exercise program, it is meant to be
woven into our day to day. For example, one of the exercises aims at reducing trips and falls
by having us exaggerate step-over movements to avoid obstacles. Having done this many
times in class, I find myself repeating in my head “step over, step over” when walking over a
cord at home or maneuvering around boxes in the storage room. So the measurement of
success is not just the assessment we take at the end of each semester, it's the personal
success of knowing that we have strengthened our own ability to affect outcome.
And you have the ability to affect the outcome of this bill. You have the ability to prioritize the
health and safety of our kupuna. You have the ability to sponsor the opportunities that help
them to remain as vital an productive as they hope to be. Please support this bill.

Mahalo,
Ruriko Matsuoka
Pearl City Community Church
EnhanceFitness Member



Dear Hawaii Legislators,

Subject: SUPPORT FOR
HB872 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB853 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB1419 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP

Since August 2022, I have participated in Pearl City Community Church’s EnhanceFitness
program. The focus of the program is fall prevention through exercise. The immediate benefits
are improved cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and mobility, and balance.

The most significant outcomes are psychological, mental and social. I am not intimidated by
the gym equipment, “competition” by the “fit gurus" and large facility. I have to use my “brain”
to make the coordinated steps and movements. Without focus, your arms and legs will not
move in coordination. A class composed of your "peers", non-competitive, you can laugh and
chat with your “new" friends. There is no "embarrassment" as we all try to do our best as many
of us have never been to an “organized” fitness class. This is an experience I will treasure.

Please provide funding forthe Hawaii HeaIthyAging Partnership Program so that I can continue
to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy and preventing falls are very important to me
and to other older adults.

Remember: It is not how long you live, but how you live long.

Sincerely,

 MlQ$
Calvin M." oshida



Date:

Dear Hawaii Legislators

Subject: SUPPORT FOR
HB872 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB853 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB1419 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP

My name is Ct/fI'aj5'C>IU . I live on the island of Oahu.

I have been involved in exercising in the Pearl City Community Church’s EnhanceFitness
Program since August 2022. EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based falls prevention
exercise program. It has improved my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and
balance. Classes are held three times per week and run one hour each session. I
exercise and have time to socialize with people in class.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant outcome hasa r ~ ~. -. , cw, X _,  y,i}m$-z -~W.;....-  
$001, C3-v Qctflb I'w"I- QLUQ»

Pleas provide funding for the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I can
continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy and preventing falls are very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, V W
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Date:

Dear Hawaii Legislators

Subject: SUPPORT FOR
HB872‘ RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB853 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB1419 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP

My name is I40 I/III<fl.lAI”‘. I live on the island of Oahu.

I have been involved in exercising in the Pearl City Community Church’s EnhanceFitness
Program since August 2022. EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based falls prevention
exercise program. It has improved my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and
balance. Classes are held three times per week and run one hour each session. I
exercise and have time to socialize with people in class.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant outcome has
been

Please provide funding for the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I can
continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy and preventing falls are very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, _
'1/ywg/4 0 hisw/(Aw-n_



Date:

Dear Hawaii Legislators

Subject: SUPPORT FOR
H5872 RELATING T0 THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB853 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB1419 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP

My name is ,I_’C[Q ~~/-er ///)0?/» . I live on the island of Oahu.

I have been involved in exercising in the Pearl City Community Church’s EnhanceFitness
Program since August 2022. EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based falls prevention
exercise program. It has improved my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and
balance. Classes are held three times per week and run one hour each session. I
exercise and have time to socialize with people in class.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant outcome has
been . ,
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Please provide funding for the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I can
continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy and preventing falls are very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

7 "/ V.It



January 26,2023

Dear Hawaii Legislators

Subject: SUPPORT FOR
HB872 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB853 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB1419 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP

My name is Shirley Ota. I live on the island of Oahu.

I feel that exercise is energetic physically and mentally, usually for health or betterment of
discipline.
An exercise is an action that you do repeatedly to strengthen one-self or to get better at
it. Being physically active can improve my brain health, strengthen my bones and muscles
and improve my ability to do everyday activities.

I have been involved in exercising the the Pearl City Community Church's EnhanceFitness
Program since August 2022. EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based falls prevention
exercise program. It has improved my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and
balance. Classes are held three times per week and run one hour each session. I
exercise and have time to socialize with people in class.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. I do Tai Chi, Paranku (Okinawa
drumming), Ballroom Dancing and Sacred Dancing. I am able to balance because of the
EnhanceFitness program. This program has given me a positive outlook in everything.
I attend the classes with a positive attitude.

Please provide funding for the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I can
continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy and preventing falls are very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

@"°



Date:

Dear Hawaii Legislators

Subject: SUPPORT FOR
H8872 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB853 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB1419 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP

7-_.

My name is if/@;/7-2» I live on the island of Oahu.

I have been involved in exercising in the Pearl City Community Church's EnhanceFitness
Program since August 2022. EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based falls prevention
exercise program. It has improved my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and
balance. Classes are held three times per week and run one hour each session. I
exercise and have time to socialize with people in class.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant outcome has
been ‘ - , , -~

Please provide funding for the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I can
continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy and preventing falls are very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, e _



Date:

Dear Hawaii Legislators

Subject: SUPPORT FOR
HB872 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB853 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
SB1419 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP

/- _-.

My name is j __ 41 E} ~_ .!_, . I live on the island of Oahu.\-_-\_ r\‘» IrI ~i_’ *2’ ._,;4I ,.\

I have been involved in exercising in the Pearl City Community Church’s EnhanceFitness
Program since August 2022. EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based falls prevention
exercise program. It has improved my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and
bal CI held th t‘ k d h hance. asses are ree rmes per wee an run one our eac session. I
exercise and have time to socialize with people in class.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant outcome has
been . . _.. .* ' . ,~ ; ,I€Ss r>;lr»-l t ltwl e, .

Please provide funding for the Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I can
continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy and preventing falls are very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,
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2/21/2023 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

HEARING: 

POSITION: 

House Committee on FINANCE 
Honorable Chair Representative Kyle T. Yamashita 
Honorable Vice-Chair Representative Lisa Kitagawa 

Michiyo Tomioka 

HB872 HD1 MAKING AN APPROPRIATION TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING 
PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM 

Thursday, February 23, 2023, 1:00 p.m. Conference Room 308 & Videoconference 

Support of HB872 HD1 

I am testifying as an individual. Thank you for this opportunity to submit testimony for HB872 HD1 
MAKING AN APPROPRIATION TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM.  

During the pandemic, many older adults were negatively impacted due to limited opportunities to 
engage in health promotion services and programs in the community. According to the pandemic impact 
survey conducted by the University of Hawaii Center on the Family, findings showed that many older 
adults declined health and reduced their time to exercise.  

Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership offers group exercise classes that help older adults prevent falls and 
chronic disease self-management workshops that help older adults prevent and manage chronic 
diseases. Programs are offered on all islands in collaboration with the state, county offices on aging, and 
various community organizations. Currently, these programs are offered through in-person with limited 
capacity, virtually, and over the phone.  

Without these programs, more older adults would access emergency and acute health services for falls 
and chronic diseases. As our population ages, we need to put more effort into keeping our kupuna 
healthy and at home, and out of more costly care facilities. 

Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership is in a critical situation. This appropriation will help them to keep the 
statewide coordinator, evaluator, and trainers. They play critical roles in sustaining Hawaii Healthy Aging 
Partnership and these great programs.  

Mahalo for your support of these important measures to keep our kupuna healthy and independent. 

Michiyo Tomioka 



HB-872-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/21/2023 12:18:45 PM 

Testimony for FIN on 2/23/2023 1:30:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position Testify 

Sarah Yuan Individual Support 
Written Testimony 

Only 

 

 

Comments:  

I strongly support HB872, which appropriates funds to DOH-Executive Office on Aging for 

Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership, FY 2024. The Partnership offers Enhance®Fitness and 

Better Choices Better Health programs to enable seniors to become physically stronger, reduce 

the risk of falls, and enhance their ability to manage chronic health conditions. Prevention works. 

The pubic healthcare cost savings far outweigh the costs of running these nationally recognized 

evidence-based programs. Without continuous funding, the Partnership will lose certified trainers 

and the program capacity they spent years developing. The demands for these evidence-based 

prevention programs increased after the pandemic, and your support for Healthy Aging 

Partnership is critical. Thank you for considering this testimony. 

 



HB-872-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/21/2023 12:38:56 PM 

Testimony for FIN on 2/23/2023 1:30:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position Testify 

dolores foley Individual Support 
Written Testimony 

Only 

 

 

Comments:  

I support this bill to appropriate funds for the Healthy Aging partnership. This is an important 

effort. 

Mahalo for the opportunity to testify.  

Dolores Foley 

  

 

Dolores Foley 

  

 



HOUSE FINANCE COMMITTEE 

Rep. Kyle T. Yamashita, Chair 
Rep. Lisa Kitagawa, Vice Chair  
Hearing Date: Thursday, February 23, 2023, 1:30 p.m 

 

Re: HB 872, HD1 - RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY AGING 
PARTNERSHIP 

Aloha Chair Yamashita and Committee Members.   

My name is Linda Dorset, a resident of Wailuku, Maui. I thank you for 
the opportunity to submit written testimony regarding the above 
referenced legislation.  I strongly support HB872 to appropriate funds 
for the Hawaii healthy aging partnership to continue to improve the 
health and well-being of Hawaii’s kupuna. 

Maui County has a really strong healthy aging program where kūpuna 
learn to effectively manage their health by making better health 
decisions and adopting healthier lifestyles.  It is so popular that it is 
difficult to get a spot in the classes.  Funds to expand would be very 
helpful. 

Healthy Aging Partnership has continued to demonstrate success as 
an evidenced-based health promotion and disease prevention program; 
including a low impact aerobics class and chronic disease self-
management (Better Choices, Better Health) workshops. · · Need to 
support these long-standing, successful health promotion programs 
that help keep Hawai`i ’s kūpuna healthy and well as opposed to 
needing public assistance for affording medical care. 

Linda Dorset 
Wailuku Resident 
 



 
 
 
 
February 22, 2023 
 
 
To: 
House Committee on Finance 
Representative Kyle T. Yamashita, Chair 
Representative Lisa Kitagawa, Vice Chair 
 
RE: HB872 Relating to Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership 
 
Hearing Date: February 23, 2023 
Conference Room 308, 1:30PM 
 
Most Honorable Chair Yamashita, Vice-Chair Kitagawa and Committee Members: 
 
 I am writing in support of HB872 – a bill to appropriate funds for the Hawaii Healthy Aging 
Partnership Program–a successful program that has improved the health and well-being of Hawaii’s 
kupuna since 2003. 
 
 Please vote affirmatively for HB872 to keep this well-designed program ‘alive.” Vote to send 
the needed funds to the Executive Office on Aging for the continuation of the Healthy Aging Partnership 
Program. 
 
 Thank you for providing an opportunity for me to submit testimony on HB872, 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Christine Olah 
Honolulu Resident 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Date: 1/yffl

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1319: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PRO RAM

M name is $2 HVQSQ7 . Ilive on the islandY
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/ritness Program at the West Maui Senior Center since

. Enhance/P/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has b en '-..9,i”2~'i%.5,z.rs.rr~,.@r.:%z2.'*.;r£",f:. %2:zrz.~, "mfyz
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/ritness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

LZWM4 Q9 7)7Z”Ls'5‘ a7



Date; OZ O7-A3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1‘$19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is 40/5 Gqfa . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program online since C/0//y 201/ . Enhance/I/tness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been ,1/»¢ am;/ae,~'/, of fivlcs p1€j/fin’? are aa’d/1&6 fig;_ /Y

Ger-wccv/‘L5 of fijvmj ac/¢//1%» . -7/we /E7/»>»><:/v 0* f/vkb p/37?;/>0
woppa/(15 do ~/:0 hzcomqj, /wee;/f///c/~ @/>c/_&§f»»0Qjc// wo /</we/¢/2
rric/c//vrvdc/>/' fir ¢\> /0'3 d\s_ /Qoaé/b/6) #0 be cc/rv/1-—/.(:z1f//>3
¢'4"Z¢’°6 //7' ouf co»>/>/war»/fy v

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/=/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults. H

7774/>5 _>/au /or Q§¢e/C>/€§a/ k/U 0/dc/* adc//45 - .
Sincerely,

Ofoc/.\, loam



Date: 7» QOQB

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB $19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is YVwU(\\\\flln W10 LAl Y\al*)0~ . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/Iitness Program online since Q Oll . Enhance/I/tness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhancefitness has had a positiveximpact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been l’h0bC(/\§l’)\,lI/\¢v\ in 5*l"riv:j=li£Lé10q|0;[Z3, HILX
lafldta/nee/. 3 014,0 IMMI, Q?rv~iQw»Jl, Ev\+i/i *H0ln
i/oi+l\ Hie, @ii+h»Lsi4alw'¢ [ns+ru@+@r5 l’Y1m‘n'l2u‘~i oj 1;/Z{hea.Zf/1
eimbles i/he+r> CAM for my -/7»-w ma/My /flyam /770/41$
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Iitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,W},“H1



Date: 71 1933

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PRO RAM
SB “E19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PRO RAM

My name is LYIA/vi ljh l/YIOH I<fl~l»<M. . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/=/tness Program online since Qt (9 Q 1 . En/1anceFitness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/=itness has had a positive impact on m life. The most significant
outcome has been 915‘ mu!/£31133 my mini J/VJ @n¢¢ /’YL€ ‘Av
Kuwviwwvifiimmwwt ’ mg writ-bu ,1/M t'n-Hvwm
eJ<§l»~w~» Jr» oww_<6--l1m> vttwi/L3 IM2 (J24/i MA /410j"nA/ .,
(31% i,\yg-WM& /y\§\1)\,wvu/\(l/ita M/13/;,{,(,6 /~n%1Y/J/1/4/IV

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/=itness Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,,1/-\,‘;-Hy ,
WWW iii mew»



Date: 1/'7/2.3’

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1g19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PRO RAM

My name is c'"@\f "D $1 . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/’itness Program at the West Maui Senior Center since
be,-"fir 1/w\""\2 . Enhance/Iitness is an evidence-based program that

improves my ardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been Q X2/Y c,E se, @\» Ammo) 2 rt D >r<>
%i3r HQ“ 6%/Q1 ¢>\o ‘\"

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Iitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: 23

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1'$19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is shiffz Con/‘i/7 . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/=/tness Program at the West Maui Senior Center since Z O I 5

. Enhance/I/tnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/’/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been /qql *)\u/I9 /W7 lyqlqnigg ,

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Iitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



2,
Date: 4; Z01

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1119: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is >/:5 I/L977 E //WL” . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/°7tness Program online since //-7~gu/ ,3 . Enhance/=/tness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/=/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The mosts 
outcome gas been-J ow UQTLZ /‘W3 Mflfl A
W6 51%) £4/rrw J fl,1,oQ J ,1
Q/$45 W19f,‘%@@/K/0~EZ0l}~6 wivfl /Lfj
~14/*1/1?‘4fl/w¢Lw‘z44"Z,m,,,Q§';,,/4/43/.!’ '
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/=itness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, mp



Date: L ‘Q01 3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1’-19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enha/1ceF/tness Program online since . Enhance/-'/tness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/=/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been Mu v§8P"\ I am-wlo Fe. *1

. qnmo I MNT Ih-' 9m-¢l,nr-¢'C»4-Nf1'1\&3_*--t1uf)\‘\-l\rV\,6‘tJ1\"\4v\\¢/f-\v»\'1"'dPJ"’
ovh-d.F\vyw-\’\-\,n-l new qr-$~w»~'l4 Be¢W$-¢-‘L rumnln l‘-al“.¢w(
Y'f~"'°“'\ qoool b4,l¢nc:.I 5T"""]'T1~..

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/fitness Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

 WVJVZM/ru/"*

808- .2 48'. 9741-
ltaiku /+2: Q‘: 7a 6’



Date: "I.-J5‘, 3/ 1013

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is (-1 44/v 1.-' /3, ° C ¢>/v . I live on the island
Of i RM +_hL; FA/sTRu¢[’OK gF <LAj‘$_

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/-'/tness Program at the West Maui Senior Center since

‘lo is . Enhance/Iitness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/=/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been Mr W17 M K5;/, M E F1» mm l,E,.L1-1.), 490+
1'1“? Pt/RF 1.5/1 3‘¢yM E/\/T M)! _S Fv DE/~/Tr 0&1»? />11.-’. 1‘); 5/ ALL La//4:
lhn H1531: ff Hy); f‘\/Pr? 01¢ 6L/*5)" v/v HE u/ES"f' >3‘ DE, Hz-7
TELL ME haw M04, .* {~ ;s 141‘!-/W4: 1*)1¢>/1 +6 l<1.°E.f fir /1/vv \~El\ 4111-
\0L=cm/>L= /-r big. ‘oi-rm/A. I /nq 0RA1z=f1»L

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Iitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,
Q/‘r\1vu_ h/7‘ C 43’



Date: L!@[Z/I

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhancefitness Program at the West Maui Senior Center since

/"ll/évl//”a'>0<)¢9. Enhance/I/tnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/-'/‘mess has had a positive imp/act on my life. The most significant
outcome has been l/15% /0:/fl ' »(/4 at/71' fa/ma; 04/
flfffq/]L' @Qfl,Z;¢/6/ /94%}

Z C042/ an/cf/6)’ M ////7/?)//>1/{/V '/W. ép
V I I K 47’ / 0%J7” ’5€~//‘@147/9 efl/2 X 4% z%r /9%MP4 cw

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/fitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,MK   



Date:

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is FM, /)7, dam»/L . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the West Maui Senior Center since

. Enhance/=/tnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/Iitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been //mu fi¢M“‘j/Z KW/7”/L '75 4160 /5’-§

4* 7¢a-/ .41/v,ekm¢—/4,,;,,; 7/ye, /M /no»; ,>--/,¢7,,,~,,,
,9,,,,/,,,wa/(7 L1;/We/¢ /pa.//5 ;./#1 /amwvy /I;-4/?/'

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/’itness. Staying healthy is veiy
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, %W;,,>(,



4%
.-/-.1

Date: ' /E :5i;>\ /it
’

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is WkQ61tlm/\<,;3 Qfitfifl live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/-‘/tness Program at the West Maui Senior Center since
<;Q\U%n . Enhance/I/tnessis an evidence-based program that
improves y cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/Iitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcime has been \x\¢,<\¢<,L//;€=§) gig?/\,\$))\_> o~co\<L;"7 O

- P _ U\>\)\ 0 _ C\£‘é2%‘“’ a % mfi€_@.0
at <3y§ \1v\\l\9»Q .-

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Iitness Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sinc ,/7 _



Date: Z/6/2 Y

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is 51.3’? /(£4//0 . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhancefitness Program at the West Maui Senior Center since

. Enhance/=itnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/-‘/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been hr 7% />lM.7Zl/4/, /{vw ‘ea/(3 y 90¢./Z»/if

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness. Staying healthy is very
impoitant to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

/’”%%/:4



Date:

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is E . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
En/1anceFitness Program at the West Maui Senior Center since

. Enhance/Iitnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/=itness Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

ugfim/flow



Date: 1 /4/5;
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is 307 \\/OWY\V\VY\O‘I~@ . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/Iitness Program at the West Maui Senior Center since

Qpll, . Enhance/-'/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been “P¢¢$\\ YY\¢:§W¢ (ma, ¢,§>\¢, in do-, my

‘.S°¢\\1Y0&C'/\;W\\'\l-gs. T‘(\4»» \_\ hclé 1043i/\ ;§_’rca,l' C1Y\mVv</
ifls victof l6 ACTH ‘c/ guru} <3:/\~hr\ue‘\0» ‘o. I l'2:o\\l7o
Q/oorcdidla Y\a\i\\i\5"\\/\<f6c c>\a$<.‘¢9. .

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: 1/°/Z;

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is if/2/lo /Ya/’ri@.A¢tw/we z//e/ . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/Iitness Program at the West Maui Senior Center since

. Enhance/I/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life._ The most significant
outcome has been L ‘Fl,(,( vi/w~/4, uwl/5 4354/ Mid am

yywq/1; yyt/()10i1{ . l/OI/u‘@,_l/L We l/Vi ~/H7 9671"/rlcL 44%"
M914/1,, wt/1/I Q1/M/\<l1 MM ldl/mt.

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Iitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,  W§L
<i7M-'>



Date: "-1 6/'2;

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

M name is flggflé g . Ilive on the islandY
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/=/tness Program at the West Maui Senior Center since
Jfi/f . Enhance/Iitnessis an evidence-based program that

improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/-'/‘mess has had a positive impact on my life. Th most significant
outcome has been -
»¢&§',fl - /»=¢ze¢¢,Q,

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Iitness Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, -
flflzia



Date: 2 - (Q Q0/Z/3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is l/£3 1’L@ Wf l/\ . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the West Maui Senior Center since

. Enhance/Iitness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has h<a%a positive impact on my life. I The most significant
ougzvcwe has been - /La we ¢4\f9/\-0~‘1¢ 1/r~ /*7 008/G

#€ a -<»Q £11 /7/L¢"L£ ,<"_(,.\Z./\- 1'”!
6% /2/I ZC,[\

6/L . '
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/=/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, @éA §L,‘@L1,<7p1,,



Date: U 1,1043

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1§'l9: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

Z
My name is \l€&nrl (L A10” . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/-'/‘mess Program online since Z0 l Ll . Enhance/:itness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

En/1anceF/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been i.J/LLJ-(4/ZL ' ,6a.£M~<,~

<1/l~—»Q . W /Q54,» rmq (,&é..-we ¢»r</44¢/¢/L
§»~<‘l£1c.LJ/ I1»/I\»L L»&(,ovGZ/ ;1,u.a(@Jl s4><>~¢,€/z¢u%2.én-

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Iitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: 7 ?v9~3/?:AZ£//A/L7 /
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1419: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

Z

My name is kkvn//M L’. /0/4464 . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/=/tness Program online since <>20¢§L.Q-—— . Enhancefitness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has_ been ,2’/I4/9/wmzs /we-dd, 6/\/61177, |

#7,”/IZ /a~/\/<7 @677-51 BIZ-‘Z Jaw? e/r/W17
gar /vec F/-/7/e 9/ /)‘/r/a/ $41 fifwa d_uu.7"a/u M7 aw»-_
/7»:/J A/4 ed /<; Q1/7-9; 7/:>7_7¢.7"/I/re 70/4/7 ,4) ,q¢@;¢_9,,_,,,,;',Q/

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Iitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Since g

/r4/erA//~?@f>o/



Dat€: y"L.Lo.r‘»{ (el

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1¥19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is '<qvev\ . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program online since .j@u».wu~<», ‘Q86 Enhance/I/tness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive irqpact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been "A/1:iv€’<§Ul°~l <7u*l’l0<9k awfibm Qbufllk, --+0 "M0l/~@-
a.rou»1/id ~' 50% am; guifob, Mix l

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/:itness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, _

n\\/



Date: °2_/Q I $3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

A _ . . _ _ .@ En!/larace/F7T>1t¢-KMY name is drzmw F41"/I-’»“¢¢»‘*““ 1 ‘°"‘ ‘“ c“"'1" ".”Tr’R7é an the island
of Maui. ,

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/=itness Program online since ‘l/1°11 . Enhance/=itness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/=itness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
Qut¢Qme has been nu’ 4'01»!-irluwzs '=lc<~<r Hat/Ml ¢Uw( 4b,l’|Jil J; M7,)?
qrmwé; alder. ltur/u l»¢¢2rw¢L=C a‘b,/l,r- ii/1.4) we] a-\ =I¢'/rliz,/" 4’.--IIZ.-m ,

darn rMei:nl~':g}4, 700d lnéalhfii Pitta!-iez_s -l'»u4yu'l4 uh‘)? ;,r¢1,(_ eq_,,,g,_;;,,f1'_
5° dam, (la/Wk’ abm-~ éruf bflcflas _

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to-participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincer y, . _
7' a\/ K(f¢g,1J'§\ (d‘(¢/lw.sf- 875' 31%‘ olzl

C . WW
Qg QM/(Cy g(w(¢ MM Pf.‘ <(>,/lmaoq ¢cH"r<:wl-l/vi and 0

oi’ -H/as Euhmw ‘F/»4""‘~“

l/



Date: Fr>l>- Q ,3°9~B

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1819: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is $14 law WC 2/1 Q1’! (Moo, . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/ritness Program online since Tan», Z029 . Enhance/=itness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive im act on my life. The most significant
°_"t¢.°me has been d‘lLCl?/Y2 [fl ct <#~ 0///17“ 671/“F78/4e53, Du/~/' I 7%-

C0l//0 vv~7%reaé/ Iugizsm r§/~ )//$.f>"w<2; QP
6'7L/QC /was-/~,0F fhzjf////L25, 1-//47 X0)//:5’: @404 641/ 550

/wad; b¢77:r" L-J/7‘/7 #45 <2/4&3! f/ewe §~rf;ar>r‘?‘ //5, -
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,
U1 a/7 ow) LL@JL@'/l/=1/

R8. firm» +0 cou/D, I 4.11 5»/»Md@/fit‘/ws C/we 0”“: °"
0%,» nae»//11:7 3/As.



Date: )\/lffllg

Dear Hawaii Legislators,

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is $794/l F41‘?llU6@ . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/-'/tness Program online Enhance/Iitness is
an evidence-based exercise program hat improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

En/1anceF/‘mess has had aipositive impact on my life. The most si nificant
outcome has been a/Lée Mac/pgumot u k4 79 mt. _%z..w M4J£Z'¢L¢K{l _: / 532/13;;
tMm: ' /W”W kw ....,,..l/cu MA at />0‘/L fir» fr»
Pleas provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Iitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

8r s».;u=/~&"1-F
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Date: L, \').D'Q3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1919: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is Z4’(0//'4 C /3/4 V%Z- I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program online since 8 0% / . Enhance/’itness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/I/tness has ositivexim act cénomy life. The most significant
outconge has been 55'/' "@ /"4 '\"\

/2 4. 4./10./aor‘ /¢a9 4/“7%/"746, Q/n /In Vgfi

D‘ Q)$2
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: *1/'¢[ ‘L3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1y19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is L/irxfl-iv M4\c,k.r.J.¢., A/LA..<§bV\ . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program online since Jo» $5 . Enhance/Iitness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been bp...La\_,r\/c_,¢,,  k

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/’/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, f



Date: 7/4, /23

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1g19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PRO RAM

My name is L /Inc/q /(diva ah I . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program online since . Enhance/Iitness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/-'/tness has had a positive impact,_on my life. The most significant _
outcome has been /</rn.,e’1<1v~<-vé " flu-Zanaq ,<.6~1,@ 6,

wvzdéawénua/rzbydvwdié /°¢°¢5¢»<» efla/52?:/:6 <,r.o€z/
/u:?~r.aL Z¢¢<=4l4,.\fl*°”Z'/w'4<—"""'541 ~%rfi¢~¢¢¢( 4.6"/r¢4a.2 fiflnaaamep
and 41-22/., c£<w¢v.4_ ac /(a./.uw~a_ .<£4-n.~<5*ur<f»~u*¢¢¢<r_ ‘fhvwra ~ ¢¢¢-.41»
6!/@l0’7r.Z¢on1 .' 41¢ ‘D-M» 202/ au-( D-¢¢... 902; J aw 774'°f~‘~4~@(3¢-4

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/=itness. Staying healthy is very
‘ rttt dt th Id dlt. ___ 5,.rmpo an omean oo ero eraus ‘g,J4,,¢,_,(

fl wM“, 4:4/l.a'>r.4A..u-@¢P/I-41¢-06
 %44M¢%L@d¢Kim@qQ .64..»-we-34,6‘/vrx..A-do-a;-C7-(/1'»¢-k. 7% 4‘°°e‘z

' Qrgigf, I /0/-@444-:P6_a4-¢..<'o1?§'(I “/P /l-°( ‘M4’
 f? 7?Zcuu.l A-c4»@’L.,<>La2/¢a’wmL:>1_ v/éjnllzvvr-Q

Co'IQ'<rr;.¢4,,o1aq¢/7.01?)-yQ'¢¢(/nu-6~<»Cp_, _’_
J¢//I56, /1z.¢ec.4 a/p'\¢c¢a.&a-n
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Date: .2/L193)

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1g19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PRO RAM

My name is /Oafla Z34///M . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program online since . Enhance/’/tness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/:/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been t J! ,
Qm75r7u¢4/ $9015///',; 4191571-./2/17'7é 759 /P74//J 4/ /1 AM’

Z//‘(@599 ‘/74/5/Qf/7£7’74/ r/'4 47 ow A//1? 1 '
0/i/K Z!/?$4’/p/Z¢¢7;4;2/¢4/"Q:/’a&4//4//Zwigé/Z/Z

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so th T
can continue to participate in En/1anceF/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

SincerelY/

Q) f-I‘ r-r



Date: L, 52015

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1$19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

M name is £0100». 6)?» ll!/»ra..» . I live on the islandY
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/Iitness Program online since .2 02.1 . Enhance/’/tness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/’/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been m<>dv~l—=~1-=\3 my werqr.l- excrr-ises , loa\avro€..

QKOL MCKIIOI .

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/=itness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

%;..%.z3..



Date: L ‘Z1395

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1$19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program online since N55 p if) . Enhance/Iitness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

Enhance/Iitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been Y9 or/u~ er.

01> AO »~._0 A 3<:.~§r iWm  . ) ,» r \_4,\,»._a_..>  ¢~A D .

Please provide funding fort e Healthy Aging Partn rship Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Iitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

ncerel
Si Y’ I A I

Q;_- “=1:



Date: 2/1/13

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB IQ19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is -Z”,-9 "~/4k“*'“ . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's _
EnhanceFitness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym since /9 ‘IL gel”/6
EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based program that improves my /<1 7% ;””‘f7'“@~w
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, non-threatening, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positivz impact on my life. The most significant
Qutegme has been M7 Am/+5, at//dn¢4.J wr’ e/<=//7 a /md @0014)‘/may ,

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,
~@<..; //la/:51}:



Date: I~/Q

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB lg-19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PRO RAM

My name is é4/£v"6,/ ' 7'4:‘>'~w4»1¢A»//»p__;_I live on the island
of Maur

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
EnhanceFitness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym since @7043 .
En/1anceF/tnessis an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, non-threatening, fun environment.

Enhance/-Ttness has had a positive impact on wife. The most significant
outcome has been ‘WW7 .41/-4/,a<1 .

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, _



Date: 2/6/2023

Dear Hawaii Legislators,

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB: $53 RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB: /I//9 RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is Suzanne Jensen, a resident on the island of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
EnhanceFitness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym since Covid restrictions
were lifted but have been participating in this program since 2018.
EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, non-threatening, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been overall improved health especially with cardio and
balance!

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

<%f¢Q%%Yz//C



Date: a0/4/142 5

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 15/19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is HEW g .Iliveon the island of
Maur.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/-'/tness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym sinceJq L7 309.1 .
Enhance/’/tnessis an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/-'/‘mess has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been S 145'/,4; rr r 4 $752: /J“/k 1 15LeXl5fL/>/
A/ruf €r\¢{l4,Qfi‘/7c€,-, In /4a/65,/,8“ \/fie ¢>fi)D,,,Q\,4!;,,*)§/

WQ Soc {AL} 1C éi/r“/4/103‘/\ /Q. Se/;»\7a/Q15 in A O
/’lz.°’<l/_\}’l\y en r/I Row) Men '5 71711749 Le $5 - _i.2'_'+~\ u/I//by 74’11% Y >4:A AR I c’ -

@r§§Ze provige fififidréng for th/£1-lealthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,
@1@7%.%,l.o_



Date: Z/4 /£013

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1¥-19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is G'@’“<’» EV “N 5 . I live on the island of
Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/-'/tness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym since 3.0 \ 8 .
Enhance/I/tnessis an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most ségnificant
outcome has been <s\3.~."r£‘.¢¢<~+ w¢.3\\"\~ \oss ¢»:q¢.r-¢>_a5¢.

C:-K-ne SS

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,
)€r»<\o. G~rww>



pamela polland

Date: 2/4/2023

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1$19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is Pamela Polland. I live on the island of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's_
EnhanceFitness Program since 2019 at the Makawao Mission location and
since the Summer of 2022 at Waiakoa (Kula).
EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, non-threatening, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a VERY positive impact on my life. The most
significant outcome has been a better sense of balance, improved
emotional stability, sustained flexibility, and the joy of participating health
based in a program I can afford, with like-minded seniors.

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults. And if the funding allows for
more classes, I will attend more classesll

Sincerely,

Oh‘ the Leash
226 Kulalani Drive

Kula, Maui, HI 96790
tel (808)280-4248

Email mele@pamelapolland.com
www.pamelapolland.com



Date: ;lM)D9,j

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1y19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is men I\/\6:1&<Z‘ VI/\Z_I . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
EnhanceFitness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym since 602.2, .
EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, non-threatening, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant \
outcome has been ’\ \Q_@_>y \;> ' ‘ .“*3 ” %:
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: 3 /04/,1;

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1919: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is Q. Jlrud »41x:IlF(u.a_s . I live on the island of
Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
EnhanceFitness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym since /4'17. 2°42 .
Enhance/I/tnessis an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been at r/(r7 fwd />ra7m'H- - /9/M». C01/fr‘n¢¢¢—
70“! 2‘ ;n~fr0v-¢./ M,,..,~F-.1, //17:1-¢~€ ¢<-4 5 02.-1 /11/r~
M.(,_'fL00/¢ jlbfwérd 74,//7L .3)Q¢?.l»<-/44-JL44-.¢/A»4*\/"%

2%,/I’)'l/~¢¢( ‘My 5-c.//‘L W-(d}'( K67 ,__ '

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, Y5 vqfiw dfldfiwa/‘J



Date: o,9.)0bI;l3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is Q6 Q01’ Plagg / 2 . I live on the island of
Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Oggezeg Aging's
Enhance/=/tness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym since 7-7» .
Enhance/I/tness is an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outc me has been P>q£<»r~=-QP»\‘ww g>fi§\A-9“~°~\I * ~1<=<’> Qvek,§....,,.. 0.2-Sr-<3I~¢s‘Z ’

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/=/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults;

Sincerely, Qovfl“ (ha. %€"Ol



Date; .FéZ-C, 170613

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB W19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

,, "\

My name is W I live on the island of
Maui

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym since 10 in/» (
Enhance/I/tness is an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been /p/<71 /"J7 1" S/£’*f"@=

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, if



Date: Fmuqnw L, 20.15

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1§19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is E/(701 W 0/Q Q A P‘ / tL.I live on the island of
Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's M)
EnhanceFitness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym since (O20 /<l I n P I195”-9‘
Enhance/’/tnessis an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/’/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been <4:/Q¢ir‘c¢¢ in eqltlq (pl ‘ET n 89$ Q! S7./42 Pr/I

Chelpcot me et ‘6l»n<§>»c&_»;’/\ Q biigrsun-2: var/0 "-
nap la 0 em%rr‘E 6-d~$* 3)

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: Q/T/»>2 3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1¢'19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is I/DQ""'¢'/Ql G /' \/‘?-”’_”*~» . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's _
EnhanceFitness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym since 54"’ ‘”’*"‘ *'?;.:eP__,§<*,,3g"(;,€, ,0 ~
EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based program that improves my I yrs
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, non-threatening, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been my (‘am//b vasw/ac 4”: Mes‘ ‘~ /”'/aw/I/'-9 my fl¢Yefi//*‘y/ “-

ba mace

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: .1//[/5
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1§19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is /8//ah 6 /5 /6617161,! 7L0/’l( . I live on the island of
Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym since Ocfober 6% 0,2 9.
Enhance,’/tnessis an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been Y/he /1/rcF€w$€. on In‘/] 5aclau/zc€ 6'66
/Vlcrfiase L/r Y-he numbw’ ~/rmzs Z eyer=¢><,’a_1/
(,,/5.5/</L and \M*r€. \/cu/e% % .Q)C€FC1E>1f5 d0///C,
C4/1 €=§< C./ass /6 Q, +0+aJ 0c/7 Z10/JQHE/'lCl.". .

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

 u / '



Date: M [Ml/\5

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE‘ HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
' PROGRAM

SB 853: RELATING To THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1&9: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is 5 7<Qj’I»4J'~ . I live on the island of
Maur.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
EnhanceFitness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym since 6L0 l Y .
Enhance/=/tness is an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has h d a positive ' pact on my life. The ost sig ifican
outcome has been M8 E Iv!’ Sncolg, Y‘?

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/-'/‘mess. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

#<@,~/.fi.é,>..+t



Date: 1 “L9 " 2' 5

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB $19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is 9*“ U 1'4 IV‘! r kt.” (7 . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Hali’imaile Gym since 2, Q I P] .
Enhancefitness is an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance,’/tness has haia positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been ' Or’ \\-e ~t~l/lq awwl Walk b-Ql/lj

in Ml areas db ""1 l~,§e-

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/=/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: 2/'4/z
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1#19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is 1/ kz . I live on the island
Of MBUI. /

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Hali’imaile Gym since .
Enhance/I/tness is an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been /4//’*(//9!? /7'/144/"G2 /16$ 7;; gag/547505;

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/-'/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

/



Date: 'g/454%
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1#19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is fl/[/”/4/’// [7/4%/% . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance,’/tness Program at the Hali’imaile Gym since .
Enhance/I/tness is an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been /M///Z4

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincere|y,%/y/



A/5/we - - L.
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE; EB 872; RELATING TO THE AGING
PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM

SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

SB IQI9: RELATING TO TI-IE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is Ilive on the island of
Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging’s
EnhanceFitness Program at the Hali’imaile gym since 746% , EnhanceFitness
is an evidence-based program that improves my cardiovas _lar fitness, strength.
flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I
exercise and socialize with others in a friendly, non-threatening, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been CARDIO € \(é;Kl5é’, Ovélé MT TEZBLLLI IU6

£ wee!) melee u.lA¢€r< on ‘Poet/(M6 e
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I can
continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very important to me
and to other older adults. H Z



Date: $5/13

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1”-19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

M name is jLLLV‘6Z/\’-V‘U’\-7L . Ilive on the islandY
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
EnhanceFitness Program at the Hali’imaile Gym since /Q .
Enhance/-'/tness is an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact n my 'fe. The ost significant
outcome has been _UYLpy\Q Vfl ,9 £& 
E11’? 7L/L, uz/_ ,5 Mfirmi
A 0 ~

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerelwd»



{-0

Date: 'l'e\-e L. 1° L5

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB Ia-19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is AMY I ‘"95 . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Hali’imaile Gym since .
Enhance/I/tnessis an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/-‘/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been

7~r + ~/€~¢/jI’¢¢lT./l\\

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: 1 \tQ \ "pg 17/

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1919: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is T/°v/W 4/(Lo ,0 ‘c-¥Obca 29 . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
EnhanceFitness Program at the Hali’imaile Gym since Q0 17. .
Enhance/I/tnessis an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most si nificant
t has b ‘ Q(jV\I\ -I Z ‘(Q PMO" t.iiL.‘j sari:gem? '\‘§£°‘i§+,.+:t‘.l\§§iIg

lkaseprovide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

'/(awe,/0“ S



Date: (Q [9 rQ\3@

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1§'19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is oi\/\~lC,\/it-§.9\_ fiaj Ch . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
EnhanceFitness Program at the Hali’imaile Gym since QC) l§ .
Enhance/’/tnessis an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most gignificswt
out_c me ha§;been 1. CA~(\ ("Oi-21 G/18» é2;l'2<,rC:0r\0, 1 (Yr
jg T> \ \r on Q\_ l $56 QJL

if 1%‘ “Z”$19 s%¢1§@i\ w§;S JP
Q31 e»l4<:.<(Lbv7R@>?i£ Tile 30¢“ “>0” '
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: 02*/05/2L

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1§'19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is \’f§1ni(',{; Lam Hga . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/=/tness Program at the Hali’imaile Gym since 2-016 .
Enhance/I/tnessis an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been . . - .

inwwéed J:ll7¥l|alll+y:‘_6'|'W""’W, Ji'l’6W3"l’U
arm scum wwrw J

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, “W mw



Date: :F?’b-4,3Pg“3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1!-119: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is Q O 5 A//U Q QAZ . I live on the island
of Maui. '

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
EnhanceFitness Program online since . Enhance/I/tness is
an evidence-based exercise program that improves my cardiovascular
fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 2-3 times a week
for an hour each session. I appreciate being able to exercise and socialize
with other kupuna from my own home.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been IA ave ek COMMI77/en2L "753 Xe/Le;
*'—§&I .sfi01/J u P0117‘ .IlI'7"s be€M 

1?

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

mW4W~fi"*‘”%7L@”’”W“
 /



Date: Z./A/2-5

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP

SDAIIXEBEESPAQELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1419: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is /A Q /’l' A}//flf /7L(\l"&. SAN’/lfl . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's _
EnhanceFitness Program at the Waiakoa (Kula) gym since j5~__<:.._E2_2_
EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based program that improves my
cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance. Classes are held 3
times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and socialize with others
in a friendly, non-threatening, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on “my life. The most significant
outcome has been firm/(Z/r ///1 r;.. 42//ffi -Q Ca/ngQL'/~//764/“(L

T/Y) /7’|}/ Qdf-J?/’/‘/50¢ (4/I"/L/I 07‘/A611; »~%&06(/7Z&/V,_f2i/ %c4

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program 50 that I ‘h-/.v
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is ve
important to me and to other older adults. ry

Sincerely, r D



Date: “F65 Q; Z07/3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 19119: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is ( A£i,;~[_Q¢i_. Iflmgicflj . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since Am, mtg-. Enhance/E/tnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhancefitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been 301/v\a,@\@°°“ I 46> “*1 \"”~“U<I~) 3vt¢@ \/M

M A,“ ewwu/QM-:) \\~¢> \¢u~& OQ ‘ e>§\l<~3~

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: I/M 1%
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1¢19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is Z/"M <— A4‘/‘Z4 $45 . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 201/ . Enhance/I/tnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been 1» ,,,z,,,/-,1/.. ,4 /.._, ,,.,,.¢, u,,).M,, as 0

_[[,_ 0»/=»¢Yf.Z¢¢ 6/ ¢4°¢r¢_,~;a.- %" Ihélbé//; L ‘_¢_‘ /;9/

£0 <§o.=_,'¢/,<'7-4/-;'a~/ I3 4/)’: Iinv/ar/‘A/— ,4, m'__

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in En/1anceF/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,
Lu»;-¢



Date: OZ/Q/£035

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1§19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is Kl I<”@ K4 "6/770 +9 . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/F/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 1.2 /5' 9' . EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/F/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been

75 jv aw‘ ff’ >666 71o/n&fi:u/>/ '5//aa1‘/"m%$r/ 4*/9% 7’/f’/Z7
v avhfv /’e¢// e '0 7%. 1%//ow:-A/§fl M; qflvrs Y '
5504/ 1%’ 7%/fig 56¢/2% T/m fig/0/2/W ‘I’ ’”‘@/

$4 /Se}, 6&0 If/I7! I" ’”7“'~’4
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/F/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: (H Z023

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1§19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is 8%”/lg/W0 . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/Fitness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 513- 9-9-. EnhanceFitness is an evidence-based program that
improvesIfr‘r’y"%a\rdiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most sig 
outcome has been QQCLUMJ4 Mme, YOU?-Q‘/1;? M4/L 4
rm ; éO/"06-f "7 I 5%
. W W0 Q _ 71/ W,

rearlease provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: Z/0/Z3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB H19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is /WqLf¢7 /‘ . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/-'/‘mess Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 20/ 7 . Enhance/F/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/F/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been 7

 ;,;,, PL/2"/~L £7} “Q 2/91?” ’

92%? 45 _;W( CR/lL?C’/) _

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, .
r /71415-r



Date: Z/(//ZO

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1¥19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is U€a rt i/\ ~e /4 Os >;¢tS/\_' . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 7' QJQQ Enhance/Fitnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been ///~ 4 '" r 46¢ ¢/ 5"//eirjil/C gefler
L&;'(/ca/14-é, "' éf/5 796 0//1‘ //I ///(Qr/1/‘/1

éflcj /¢/¢==~aA,¢,‘7¥j /area.) G/wgq L ;¢¢,>c]_

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, _



Date:

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1Q19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

I

My name is ”i\<4V<-v\ NO V“/D t/3 . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/Fitness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since J40 l ‘I . Enhance/-'/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

in

Enhance/F/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significan
outcome has been inflow sh/W» L. , lo0~05@.mc/C \, ri‘\/0Q>tLi

§0—%‘UIt1\CZl_rJJG~N‘ZU . 60% € ,m$

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.



Date: <72} M/13

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB IQI9: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is Z/"(Q Z)'?¢t"“/ . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhancefitness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since;)0;5> . Enhance/-'/tnessis an evidence-based program that
improve my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has beenwuiu Capt, 6% /;,1<,£z<.,¢ M,¢;T/swan‘? /»),z._

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,as» 7@//



Date: 0:1/04» /<51 0.23
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1§19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is L/V E 9\\> ‘\\S \ QR LTD Ekfiégg . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since lb‘-ll . Enhance/-‘/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhancefitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been \D\-\l\<‘;\.QFi \~ \\\l}.<i \j< A \\ OS)

\My\l\;lil P{\;\i;i Sb C\Dbi> , \xs:"v"C ex \x\‘\'\'\»£ \x>T»

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, 1)/‘ix



Date: {U1 O, Z025
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1§19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is /TQM}/\ i/I»/9 ,_. I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/F/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 10 ";L9~ . Enhance/Fitness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/F/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been Nu) §&e,t,,,'M3 gtx,/M1/UV’

°”

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Fitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

‘outc S. T/WJMJZW



Date: <2 /C”/33

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is B¢~~¢o \'5*-WI . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/F/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 02517 . Enhance/I/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been

lflflfwawcol |0aJlLr\(/Q/.

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhancefitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: 054 /00 /$3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1q'19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 9,92} Enhance/Fitnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/-‘/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been

1;WPVi7r/€¢'tW'\iI" wW\>l1~9, /M17;/,°A’, gswj / _

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



l

Date: fab. Q», Z3’
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1§'19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is /4'.°h‘\@ a‘e'e/ . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since ,,z0,q . Enhance/F/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
Qutcgme has been In 7705.‘-H lid Q‘/7!!‘/7LdJ +0“/ara/~s /[Pa -
7h¢r“¢/'a. 6k-¢'f> $15270 0/n0/I. 3"’!

I8 700a/.

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.



Date: 92/0!’/2025
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB IQI9: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is \(0\‘<\(\0Kfl6CI‘7L/ . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 02017 . Enhance/I/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/Fitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been Q2>\-it @5r‘?<\\, 0V<\3\,N\aDI
OL, €<\goc\3Q/ (IL QMJQ
\A¢i‘N\,L/ Q,\<€-/‘((/.k.$\l/\.@» i/‘(M3 \O lfiLl’\CQ/F“

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: y'I 32>

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1/Q19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is Ofwtwietln [A)r'l_1<4 V\SDV\ . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/-‘/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since ZLO W1 . Enhance/I/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/-'/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant_
outcome has been -in, cl/Q ca/vb .9 a\ 5;‘-{Ye/I‘:/@\.< /\.\\ = >Qu\ ocz>1?.S
~I-Q ~’l’\f\ ifiun Q V\/till/I 1-—‘ '+;\/‘ Q‘\/\ _ EEF ISQ s~.xG3lA...... is esaifie. RT ° M‘
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: 'F5(0‘(‘”l2“0l5

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB lq-19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

MY name is . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/F/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since >0 9\|. Enhance/Fitnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has h d a sitive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been li@$l%'\,) £|~’?4l}l9r|/+7/)

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Srncerel



Date: ozlvt /1°23
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1§19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is gm, g. I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since ,2 ajz . Enhance/F/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/-'/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been MW 7406/ 75,007,, j,,.»( /W’-e _ _.

,4 E .44/we/r ~/<~§/2/M2 fig c 0-é, $1‘ ¢ha "%z,;A>fl- ?

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

5@~@C_; fiafi



Date: 001 (ow(a0%5
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PRO RAM
SB 1g19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is l0K,/'11’Zé/ /W6‘ . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since .1015 . Enhancefitness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a posigye imfibact on my life. 2‘hZle)most si%_"$_ficant
outcome has been ab " . /’£/mm Wu) */ A .
1+ Mw 4L/Vi (I/192’/I/7/0 //nit J»/iv/~¢¢< 1/1)//u¢L~ fit
Whvm In uwh/Wu J» f¢uml-ru/b~<1A/ A/1/1 M/S
l,Wi’\|(e1cI:l/i,l”. WWW“ ‘ -

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Fitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

/LW4 l~ l//k_.___



Date: Or Z025

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is £.T5Wl SLII5 14!‘ 050 . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/-‘/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since @201? . Enhance/F/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhancefitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been , _ . * W ‘

l\cc|>rrr9 W6 Vl£MHr~/ 5 Orrg .

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Fitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely Irte/~



Date: Z/W Z5

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1§19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is QMQE hi}/Dflk . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/Fitness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 5201? . Enhance/I/tnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/Fitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been ~ - -2.o..W.L ‘;l(.4Z,4/\A.4»fl- ./M Jme "/7~;j§"~“i' » ...j;z..l’” "tr;.€W:.t.~.:”/e.,.

v ‘ i
Please provi funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.



Date: 2/0’/Z3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1€19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PRO RAM

My name is \/415 dm/‘*4 I4 [56/ab . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
EnhanceFitness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 20 2 2» . Enhance/=/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been in urxascd 00-/I o(,¢L0 , baianewwe l ~""'/' 1gh/wg

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Fitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincere 



Date: Z 1 Q/Z5

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1419: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is 5 KLZQW/lfi . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/F/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 62013 . Enhance/F/tnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/Fitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been /

Qtezzdwz ¢@@~w<» *1 73”//“*~<' "
774% Es /_Lg_u) *2 4o /I've. Cl I016) A€wd 1.r
/@2,roF__»_;_{;-/<Sa¢2aA¢);,z»,e1¢@w},¢@<-/flay Zfie,wd~<ZaZ,//

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,
MW 44..



Date: 9310913035

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1¥19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

MY name is /411»?/I" K . I live on the island
of Maui. .

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since . Enhance/‘it/vessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been

F1116 , Wr/1/r»@r4ct/KTIT7 %z~¢;.<Jl?,'W7

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: Tab. O, J10 23

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is EPO5 . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/-'/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 9.0/7 . Enhance/I/tnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been

or I/\»b'w\$Z , 02.01/\»C@:./i/7 , .22» W3 _
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/=/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

£7 PM.



Date: 2/Q»/25
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 19,19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is J4 V’ C 7! 07L‘? . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 80!? . Enhance/I/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/-‘/mess has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been

Ell’ /Irv; POI/G3 //V1 Za-/data

and V£;§7'l< Q5, 7/ '

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

aw» 76“ Ifi



Date: $1/WZ3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1219: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PRO RAM

My name is /7//4%. . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/-'/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 20/ Enhance/I/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

EnhanceFitness has had a po itive impa ton m life. The m st signififiant
ozzcome has been 0/ /02%/5/a4/t ii’/1%/76/173%) /¢/6/' "4'/I
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/=/tness Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, _ -



Date: U3 /09/515
Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1919: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is 1/U1/W14 865/P . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
EnhanceFitness Program
since 7/lé . Enhance/Fitnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhancefitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been Cay;/1‘//LLLQL /W-;é»;‘L¢7éL

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Fitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

bi/aw/gm



Date: ‘F35 C”/‘R025

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1#19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is /(> 5 Ll» 14° éQ'“‘.II-L4‘: . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/-‘/mess Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since R91‘ . Enhance/F/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/F/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been f /0 ¢/( /lz /0 rdjmm ‘

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

{fa-‘Q..;l¢~ /f..,.t.



Date: 2/Q/Z5

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1919: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is  t0Q0 H) 1/@ (Ix l/W0 . I live on the island
of Maui

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/Fitness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since Z01}. Enhance/F/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Fitness Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



Date: 0/ 3025

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 11119; RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is ~/174;»/~<=[a> . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/Fitness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since ,2 0 .< / . Enhance/Fitness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/F/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been

1+ ,c@¢7o: m-_ €n¢rfe>4>q#4/,1»/f

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Fitness Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,  /



Date: :2 " ('1 " 513

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1y’19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is M5 6(Vl /P19 M . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since £0 I5 . Enhance/Fitness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/F/tness has had a positive impact o my life. The most significant
ougcgfgee/hyalg giefirl i jail/iii/17 276f-1£t..l/Z(L@/2', atvtal Wu/I

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely, W



Date: 11256, $2033

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1519: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is _/K,£,_,»»T CD3-/-ranq1_;=v~ . Ilive on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhan_ceF/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 4°77 “Z3. Enhance/Fitnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been
IMfvav9b€_ 3-fy-#1/;j'rL\ 5711C! )‘7AV/,7l7C*<

L.>w=1/* 8/ooz>Lf*"l‘-%$’~"y“?— -

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/I/tness Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Srncerel24};fiafie



Date:  §

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1Q19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is 4)"”‘/‘/’e’ . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since 9'20/<F . Enhance/=/tnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/=/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been %/£[/Alf; __ QAQ0 hJ,/G34 ;U@@Q4_

700% L.><.-/&9¢- —%@le 7( -"

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/F/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,MW 4%



Date:

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1gr19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PRO RAM

1'

My name is QR? Ck  / . Ilive on the island
ofM '.aur

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/I/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
sincega /7 . Enhance/F/tnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/Fitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcy has been

/A /0’!/-e 74% 1‘ / §L_.
jkrwzi //140917449 /Lflz /2:417

Cfiw Z we '
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in EnhanceFitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Ls st

Sincerely,



Date: ZKQ/Z3

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1919: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is @ . I live on the island
of Maui

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhance/F/tness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since . Enhance/F/tness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/Fitness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been

H01fee” rm r/JH/\ wuj Wye/2'0 4/v\/Lb/i’//m/r1(gQ_,,

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/F/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.



Date: L/ 144/Z5

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM
SB 1q19: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

My name is 1;-EMA . I live on the island
of Maui.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhancef-'/‘mess Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since New/'29. . Enhance/Fitness is an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/I/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been v ctlav exercise ~Q>cusqd cw looLL¢wcJL_
s swam ~H/> 0.;-911 GCJHVC wt .

Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Program so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/F/tness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,

Zr/wwlflyx



Date:

Dear Hawaii Legislators

RE: HB 872: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
$OGRAM

SB 853: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP)

SB 1q’l9: RELATING TO THE HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP
PROGRAM

Mfybrlwame is A’lr\rrlL_Q_ § Q\ Q . I live on the island
o aur.

I have been involved and participating in the Maui County Office on Aging's
Enhancefitness Program at the Binhi At Ani Filipino Community Center
since ’\\ 2.1 . Enhance/-'/tnessis an evidence-based program that
improves my cardiovascular fitness, strength, flexibility and balance.
Classes are held 3 times a week for an hour each session. I exercise and
socialize with others in a friendly, safe, fun environment.

Enhance/F/tness has had a positive impact on my life. The most significant
outcome has been

\//ML Qhngfl v6'</S/rig? L '
Please provide funding for the Healthy Aging Partnership Progra so that I
can continue to participate in Enhance/Fitness. Staying healthy is very
important to me and to other older adults.

Sincerely,



     Kevin L. Johnson, Ko Olina, Hawai’i

The State Legislature 
House Committee on Finance                                                     

Thursday, February 23, 2023, Conference Room 308, 1:30 p.m. 

TO: The Honorable Kyle T. Yamashita, Chair 
RE: Support for HB872, HD1, Relating to the Hawaii Healthy Aging 
Partnership 

As a pharmacist I witnessed far too many people looking for the “magic 
bullet” to keep them healthy. The Hawaii Healthy Aging Partnership offers 
the closest and actual real alternative and is why I Support HB 872, HD1. 

We all remember the words attributed to Ben Franklin about an ounce of 
prevention providing a pound of cure. This is exactly what this program 
does. Investing to keep people well, rather than spending greater sums 
after they are sick, is obviously the best course.  

Support of HB 872, HD1 may not make you Ben, but it will certainly save 
the State of Hawai’i some “Franklins” in the long run. 

Sincerely,  

Kevin L. Johnson  



HB-872-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/22/2023 2:33:50 PM 

Testimony for FIN on 2/23/2023 1:30:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position Testify 

Brian Lehmann Individual Support 
Written Testimony 

Only 

 

 

Comments:  

Having participated in the Emhance Fitness program on Maui for several years now, I am in 

support this measure with hopes for the program's continuation.  Thank you.   

 

finance12
Text Box
 LATE *Testimony submitted late may not be considered by the Committee for decision making purposes. 



February 22, 2023 

 

The Honorable Kyle Yamashita, Chair 

The Honorable Lisa Kitagawa, Vice-Chair 

Committee on Finance 

 

TESTIMONY – SUPPORT FOR HB 872, HD 1 RELATING TO THE 

HAWAII HEALTHY AGING PARTNERSHIP 

 

Thank you for this opportunity to submit testimony in support of HB 872, HD 1 
Relating to the Hawaii Healthy Aging partnership.   

 

Since 2003, the State Executive Office on Aging, in partnership with the four County 

Area Agencies on Aging—Kauai Agency on Elderly Affairs, Elderly Affairs Division-

Honolulu, Maui County Office on Aging, Hawaii County Office of Aging; Department of 

Health’s (DOH) Community Health Division; University of Hawaii; other public and 

private sectors, and the community have joined forces to design, implement, and evaluate 

a community health partnership to improve the health status of older adults. 

 

At the Kauai County level, two evidence-based programs were implemented, 

EnhanceFitness (EF), a physical activity program, and Better Choices, Better Health 

(BCBH), a chronic disease education program.  Both programs have shown, over the 

years, its effectiveness to improve the health status of older adults and promote and 

support healthy lifestyles.  I had the honor and opportunity to serve as the lead staff with 

the Kauai County Agency on Elderly Affairs to implement EnhanceFitness, with sites 

throughout the island.  As an evidence-based program, measures of effectiveness are in 

place to evaluate the benefits of the program on older adults.  At the State level, we have 

appreciated the support from the legislature to continue both programs.   

 

The pandemic has posed challenges for the senior participants, with limitations of in-

person classes.  As more funding becomes available statewide for HAP, we hope the 

senior participants can look forward to getting back to their in-person classes and enjoy 

the socialization with their fellow participants.  Healthy aging promotes the well-being of 

mind, body, and spirit in older adults.  Thank you for your favorable consideration and 

support of HB 872, HD 1. 

 

   

     Naomi Sugihara 

     Retired staff, Kauai Agency on Elderly Affairs 

  

finance12
Text Box
 LATE *Testimony submitted late may not be considered by the Committee for decision making purposes. 



HB-872-HD-1 

Submitted on: 2/22/2023 8:35:39 PM 

Testimony for FIN on 2/23/2023 1:30:00 PM 

Submitted By Organization Testifier Position Testify 

Johnnie-Mae L. Perry Individual Support 
Written Testimony 

Only 

 

 

Comments:  

I, Johnnie-Mae L. Perry SUPPORT HB 872 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTHY 

AGING PARTNERSHIP.  To include the Waianae community. 

 

finance12
Text Box
 LATE *Testimony submitted late may not be considered by the Committee for decision making purposes. 
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